Program ICS Lustrum Symposium
Friday September 2nd, 2016, 12.00 – 21.00 hrs
Utrecht, Leeuwenbergh

12.00  Reception & greeting, walking lunch

12.45  Welcome Peer Scheepers, Chair ICS

13.00  **Duncan Watts** (Microsoft Research)
Keynote speech:
*Should social science be problem oriented?*

14.00  Discussion

14.30  Break

15.00  **Hilde Bras** (Wageningen University)
*Food for all? Inequalities in food security and nutrition: a life course perspective*

15.30  **Herman van de Werfhorst** (UvA)
*Early tracking and inequality of educational opportunity: patterns, reforms and mechanisms*

16.00  **Gert Westert** (Radboud University Medical Centre)
*Medical practice varies; a career between social science and medicine*

16.30  **Paula Thijs** (RU)
*ICS Alumni revisited*
**Marjolein Broese van Groenou** (VU)
*Meet & Greet the Alumni network*

17.00  Drinks

18.00  Dinner